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Police ·pick up 2 suspected book thieves 
by Robbie Stock 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
A search of Feege's car turned up several UCF engineering building. 
I textbooks and other university printed materials. The books were valued at almost $400. Also stolen 
An informed UCF community helped police cap-
ture two suspects who police believe have stolen 
numerous ·books from professors' libraries in the· 
past month . 
Accor-ding Sgt. Sandra McClendon of the UCF Po- froip the engineering building that day were six to 
lice department, book stealing is common during book eight textbooks from Arthur Weeks's office, adjacent 
buy-back at the end of each semester. to Khajendori's. 
"It's generally a crime of opportunity," said Mc- The thieves then moved to the chemistry build-
Late last week, UCF police picked up Jorge L. 
Clendon. ''The book is there, they're there, and they · ing, where they grabbed about 10 chemistry text-
pick it up and try to sell it." books from Dr. :Brooks Madsen's office in the chemis-
Aquino, 22, and Joseph Patrick Feege, 25, after they 
were spotted in the chemistry building by Dr. Glen 
Cunningham, Dr. Brooks Madsen, Dr. Michael Hamp-
ton, and Construction Superintendent James Gainey. 
The four, who were on the look out for suspicious 
activity following the thefts, chased the two into the 
administration building, where they were picked up. 
"Because they [the faculty and community] were try building on April24. That same day, several more 
aware of the burglaries and they knew what to look books were reported stolen from the offices of Chris-
for," McClendon said. "That's why they picked up on tian Clausen and James Slattery, just several doors 
them [the suspects] the secon.d time." away from Madsen's office. 
In the past two years, preventive measures have Three books valued at $240 turned up missing 
been taken to reduce book thefts, McClendon said. from the biology building May 1. A suspicious inci-
According to police, reports, the string of disap- dent involvfug two males checking door knobs in 
pearing books that· left over 40 books missing be- Howard Phillips Hall also occurred on that date. · 
gan w_hen approximately 10 books were snatched The next day, four books were taken from Room 228 
April 8 from the office of Soheil Khajendori in the of the Biological Sciences Building. 
It was later discovered that Feege had three out-
standing warrants in Pennsylvania and will be extra-
dited in the next two weeks. 
Lowest grades -at UCF 
eamed by mat~ studel1ts. 
in upp_er level courses 
by Robbie Stock 
CENTRAL FLQRIDA FUTURI:: 
very good grades," said Dr. Lo-
kenatb Debnath. ''Mathemat-
ics is a very difficult subject." _ 
Sometimes, numbers do lie. Only 17 percent of the 1,846 
Take, for instance, the per- students enm11ed in mathemat-
centage distribution of upper i'cs courses made A's, while 34 
division grades for the fall 1990 perfect failed, withdrew failing, 
semester. or ·withdrew passing. 
Students who took upper di- Difficult teachers can also 
vision courses in mathematics add to students' woes. 
came out with an average GPA ''I think we have faculty who 
of 1. 772 (the lowest in the uni- maintain very high standards 
versity) while those enrolled in and don't let students just-slip 
upper-division music courses through," said Mark Johnson, 
scored over twice that amount. chair of the department of sta-
But does this mean that tistics. 'We don't believe in win-
courses in mathematics are ning favors from the students 
harder than those in music? by easy grading." . 
"Grades in upper-division Students taking upper-divi-
courses tend to be high because sion music courses scored the 
only people that take upper-di- best of all UCF students, aver-
vis-ion theater courses are the- aging a 3.549 GPA Dr. Ed-
ater majai;p," said Dr. Harry W. ward R. Hotaling, acting chair 
Smith, direc J?f th~Theate_r of the music department, said 
Department. Students who tHese'Te~ults ..... should be expect-
took upper-division theater ed. - - ~ 
courses averaged a 3.112 GPA "Students in general ·study 
in the fall 1990 semester. music a lot longer than other 
However, those enrolled in -subjects qefore they come here," 
finance courses :remster.ed iust---&aid Hot::i 1-in:P" who~M.het 
-- -!"}'"" u~nbn:m~ourses. dents who have played the pi-
Dr. ~o~me J. Clayton, chair ano for 10 years to take music 
of. the Fmance Department, classes. 
smd stud~nts j.ust lack experi- Also, those who don't do well 
en~e, not mtelli.gen~e. . _ _in the music courses usually 
The matenal is different stop taking them he said th~ y.ou see in a, lot of class- 'There is no reason u; turn 
es, sa1,d Cla~on. 'We ~o a lot out C or D music. stiidents" 
of Jogical-onented kmd of Hotaling S"~d ''Th ' th' ,, cu • ere are no mg~. jobs for them." 
Aside from the textual dif- Those who took d' . u ffi 1 upper- 1vi-~rence o nance c as~es, class sion courses in Instructional 
size 1!1ay also play i_nto the Programs (SSE) recorded the 
equation, Clayton smd. Also second-highest GPA with a 
because students must make 3 405 Courses m· st t' ti t d · · d · · · a is cs ra -
e?1s1ons un ei: uncertainty, ~e ed the second-hardest in the 
smd, they often encounter dif- university, averaging a mark 
ficulty. of 2.097. 
Dr. Lokenath De~math, chair As far as general education 
of the M~thematics _Depart- courses are concerned, plant 
ment, said the courses are science (BOT 1000) t _ harder gave s u 
"U 1· th . dents the most trouble in the n ess e student is ex-
tremely bright, they cannot get see GRADES page 4 
·Sexual misconduct redefined 
Student handbook will also include list of ·victims rights 
When the 1991-92 edition 
of UCF's student handbook 
"!he Golden Rule," is pub~ 
hshed and distributed in the 
fall, one major change is ex-
pected to be included. 
The "Personal Abuse" sec-
tion in the Rules. of Conduct 
will be renamed "Sexual Mis-
conduct." 
''What we're addressing is a 
further expla,nation of sexual 
harassment," said Dr. Carol 
Wilson, dean of student affairs. 
~he proposed ruling will re-
assign sexual misconduct into 
five different areas: 
• sexual harassment. 
• sexual imposition. 
• public indecency. 
• voyeurism. 
•rape. 
It will also list victims' rights 
"to ensure fairness to victims 
throughqut the disciplinary 
process." 
The list, it says, "is not in-
t~n?ed to be exhaustive of pro-
hibited sexual activities." 
"One of the purposes of stat-
ing the policy is so that a stan-
dard is established of conduct 
expec~d from students," Wil-
son said. 
Concurrent with Wilson's 
work, Janet Balanoff of UCFs 
office of Equal Opportunity and 
Affirmative Action is preparing 
to release a new brochure deal-
ing with the university's policy 
· · of ~xual har.assment. 
. 
0~ of.h_er..w_ 'n deal~ -
mg with sexual harass-men 
within UCF's personnel depart-
ment, Balanoff is assisting Wil-
son in rewriting sexual harass-
ment regulations pertaining to 
student behavior. 
'The productioA of the (em-
ployee's) brochure on sexual 
harassment and prevention has 
been going on all year," Bal-
anoff said. "It happens that it's 
winding up at the same time 
but it's the same thought be-
hind the whole issue." 
"She (Wilson) wanted me to 
handle those things which 
could be classified as sexual 
harassment," she said. 
. "The sexual harassment pol-
icy of the university is not 
see RULES page 3 
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RULES 
FROM PAGE 1 
changing. The brochure com-
ing out now will give more case 
studies and anecdotes so that 
people can get to know what 
the offenses are and what the 
sanctions are," she said. 
Maureen Schaefer, 'nurse 
practitioner of UCF Health Ser-
vices, has been actively in-
volved in presentations and dis-
cussions dealing with a rape 
awareness and prevention net-
work on campuses. 
She was responsible for last 
year's Rape Awareness Week 
activities and has been commu-
nicating and meeting with 
members of other area colleg~ 
es. 
Schaefer also recently con-
tacted UCF's 0-team to discuss 
IT'S 
the possibility ofinc1uding rape 
awareness presentations into 
the university's regular orien-
tation seminars. 
''The reason that this net-
work was formed was so that 
we, as a campus, could liaise 
amongst each other to share in-
formation as to what we are all 
doing with this issue, to expose 
what is going on in the com-
munity outside the campus and 
also, from there, establish com-
munication to address pro-
gramming, protocol, policy 
change and media," Schaefer 
said. 
Because of greater interest 
in the rights of rape victims, 
programs of this type have been 
expanded even further. Repre-
sentatives of UCF have been 
meeting monthly with a coun-
ty wide consortium. Wilson said 
these mutual monthly meetings 
Bi•kendoe:k· 
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cmi:~~ET All Sizes & Styles Aroilahle HRS. llam-llpm 
EXCHANGE 649-6484 7DAYS_ 
/ 
ONE GOOD CDP - R 2:15-00· 7: 15-9 35 FX2 - PG-13 2·15-4:30-7.15·9·45 
OROPDEAOFREO- PG-132()5-4·0S-6·os-a-cs-1 o:os AKlSSBEFOREDYING- R 2:00-7:.00 
MORTAL THOUGHTS - R 220-<::40-i:15-9.30 
PISTOL- G 2.30-5:00-7:30-940 DROP DEAD FRED - PG-13 2.05-405-6:05-B05-10:05 
OUT FOR JUSTICE - R 2·10-4:10-6:10-8:10-10:10 
AKISS BEFORE DYING - R 2:00-4:25-7:00-9:20 
SWEET TALKER - PG 2:00-<1:00-6:00-8•00-10:00 I 
Fl 2 - PG·13 2:15-4:30-7. 15·9 45 OUT FOR JUSTICE - R 2:i 0- ~ . 1 0-6: 10 ·8.1G· i 0.10 
TEENAGE MUTAllT NINJA TOY SOLDIERS - R 2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00 
TURTLES II - PG 2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00 
REVERSAL OF FORTUNE_ R l :50-4:i 5-7:()(J.g:2o ONE GOOD CDP - R 2:15-4:30-7:15-935 
DANCES WITH WOLVES - !'G-13 1:30-5:00-845 MORTAL THOUGHTS - R 4:30-9:30 
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ROPE BURN 
Church organizations from around ·the region gathered at UCF to participate in Celebration '91 last 
week. While parents attended the conferences inside, their kids played tug-of-war outside. 
• NEW EXHIBIT . 
The following 'items wi11 be 
on display in the Library from 
' May 1 through May 31. 
• The Opulent Colors of a 
World, by Robert Brunskill. It 
exhibits the world of culture. 
The exhibitor says his paint-
ings promote no-violence 
through the use of colors. 
•Journals and Diaries of Cen-
tral Florida Women, by Pat James, 
Community Arts Program. 
Judaic Studies Lecture Series 
for community, faculty and stu-
dent participation·. · 
According to ,Anne Marie Al-
lison, director .oflibraries, and 
Moshe Pelli, director of the Ju-
daic Studies program at UCF, 
the collection will also add a 
Judaic perspective for students 
conducting research in history, 
sociology, political science, an-
thropology and other disci-
plines. 
wish to be considered for the 
forthcoming positions ori the 
Board of Regents, the Postsec-
ondary Education Planp.ing 
Commission and the State 
Board of Comrpuni.ty Co1leges. 
All three student member 
appointments are for one-year 
terms beginning in September. 
Interested students should 
contact .the Appointments Of-
fice of the Governor, The Capitol, 
Tallahassee, FL, 32399-0001. 
• Accessing Patent Informa-
. 1 tion, _by Dr. Ted Pfarrer, !{efer-
·-.. fi~p;:p;:;:p::p::;:;:;:::;::;::;:;;;::;:::;~::;~~;::;:;;;:;::;il - ence Librarian. 
• International Student 
· Sharing, by Joanna McQully, 
Coordinator, International Stu-
dent Services. · 
ALL MOVIES BEFORE 6:00 p.m. S3.00, Sr. & Children S3.00 at all times 
• .FREE MONEY 
William J. Rahrig, a junior 
majoring in Civil Engineering, 
was selected a winner of an As-
sociated General Contractors' 
Education and Research Foun-
dation Scholarship worth 
$1500. He joins 78 students 
from universities across the na-
tion as a recipient of the annu-
Applications, letters of recom-
mendation and supporting mate-
rials must be received by July 15. 
"THE IDEAL ACADEMIC COMMUNITY;' 
WE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS WITH 
CARPET, DRAPES, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, WITH ALL 
OF THE FOLLOWING EXTRAS: 
·RIGHT ACROSS FROM 
UCF 
•ON COUNTY BUS ROUfE 
•WALK TO SHOPPES, 
nANKS AND MOVIES 
•AFFORDABLE RATES 
•MONTHLY STUDENT 
SPECIALS 
•THE ULTIMATE IN 
CONVENIENCE 
ONLY FIRST MONTH & SECURITY 
DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO MOVE IN 
12017 SOLON DR. 
ORLANDO, FL 
(NEXT TO PIZZA HUT ON 
AL~FAYA) 
273-4097 
_·The Giant'u Escape ••• 
toa rNeekendoffun! 
Put the fast lane on hold. It's time to kick back 
and enjoy Giant Mountain Biking at its best! · 
. We've got a wide selection ot tough, nimble, 
comfortable bikes at remarkably affordable 
prices. They'll turn all your rides from an uphill 
scramble to a quiet mosey down a forest path 
_ into very special exper:iences. 
Join us on the GOOBER 
(Great.. Orlando Bike Ride) 
- . 
May i8 
Bll<E \\IORKS 
(formerly Bike Kin~) 
9!00 E. Colonial Dr 
27-'.>-3976 
• MORE BOOKS . 
The Lucius N. Littauer 
Foundation has granted a 
$10,000 endowment to the 
UCF Library to establish The 
Luciµs N. Littauer Foundation 
Judaic Book Fund. 
The fund will be used to 
purchase books each year that 
will enrich and support the 
teaching and research activi-
ties in UCF's Judaic Studies 
Program. 
In addition to a minor in Ju-
daic Studies, UCF sponsors a 
al award. -
The AGC Foundation is a non-
profit organization dedicated to 
improving the science of construc-
tion through the funding of re-
search projects and educational 
development programs. 
• POLITICIANS NEEDED 
The Appointments Office is 
now accepting applications 
from ·qualified students who 
•CAMPUS COMEDY 
Don't write home for money, 
write to Reader's Digest. Send 
them your funniest true story 
~bout college life and,if it ap-
pears in the "Campus Come-
dy" issue, you'll win $400 
Submissions .should be type-
written and no more than 300 
words. Include your name, ad-
dress, telephone number and 
the mailing date in each .item 
you send. 
Contributions cannot be .ac-
kno~ledged or returned and be-
come their property on payment. 
Send stories to Reader's Di-
gest, Box 200, Pleasantville, 
N.Y., 10570. 
WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING AT 
TAN·FASTIQUE TANNING· SALON-
1 i·"''"Y:;""t;_W· J ' ~, 
REEDY PLAZA·-10376 E. COLON· DR. 282"6042 
l'N-AI_L_S_B_Y_J_O_Y_C_E_C_YN_T_HI__,A-AN...,..D...,.. -PA .......  _- TT-.I-J-rJ MON·FRI 830 AM· 9 PM SAT 9-6PM 
- ' ~ SUN CLOSED 
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Tree ·of Life Program honors victims' rights 
UCF's Victim Advocate Program helps with crisis intervention, victim/ witness services, education 
by Bill Cushing 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
A tree planting in front of 
the UCF · Police building on 
April 26 capped off a week long 
series of events held to honor 
victims' rights. 
The planting, part of a mul-
tiple-donation called the Tree 
of Life Program, was sponsored 
by the Orlando chapter of 
Mothers Against Drunk Driv-
ing. 
/~uun It:;) T ur uvr r Uo...1vE 
and student Jennifer Miller. AJl 
advocates are volunteers. 
According to McClendon, the 
Victim Advocate Program has 
a threefold mission: 
• crisis intervent'ion, called 
by either the police department 
or anyone else. 
• victim/witness services, 
including personal support and 
guidance. 
the victim advocates have been 
great. They really help smooth 
trungs out," Padgett said. 
"One of the things we're 
trunking about is the growth of 
the university," McClendon ' 
said of the group's future di-
rection. 
"Also, we're looking for a 
male advocate," she said. 
Miller, a student currently 
awaiting entry confirmation 
into the UCF nursing program, 
has been with the group since 
the start of 1991. "There were different 
ceremonies held over differ-
ent parts of Orlando," said 
Sgt. Sandra D. McClendon, 
head of the UCF Crime Pre-
vention Unit. 
Sgt. Sandra McClendon, Janet Dunnican, Richared Turkiewicz 
and Lt. Tom Bl(!nton help plant a tree to support victims' rights. 
• community education. 
McClendon said support and 
guidance for victims or witness-
es is the group's most impor-
tant role. 
"A lot of people won't pursue 
or follow up on an incident be-
cause of fear of the system and 
legal intricacies," she said. 
"The description of what 
they wanted interested me," 
she said. 
Others in attendance includ-
ed Chief of UCF Police Richard 
Tµrkiewicz, Janet Dunnagin, 
victim rights' coordinator for 
M.AD.D., UCF representatives 
and local residents. 
UCF has had a Victims' Ad-
vocate branch for two years. 
'We're set up to handle any 
type of victimization," McClen-
don·said. 
McClendon said that the ad-
vocacy group was both a natu-
ral outgrowtp of the Crime Pre-
vention Unit and a means by 
which the university could com-
r..r..r..r~ ........ ,,. .. ..... r..r~..r..r..A:r..r..r..r~..r..r..r.J::rJ..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r...r..r.r'1l · 
I SWIMWEAR I I Why Pay Retail? When you I 
~ can buy Wholesale! ~ ~ Junior · Swimwear/l::;un Styles § § All Suits under $ 40. 00 ~ § Sizes for tlie Hard to Fit" § 
~ SEND $2.00 FOR CATAL~G-Rcfundablc on first order ~ § Write: WET-LINE SWIMWEAR ~ § 1324 Skylim:: Drive ~ 
S Daly City, CA 94015 (415) 997-3263 S &.-.r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r~..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r.JO"'"..r..r..r..r..r..r ....... r..r./.r..r..r..rJ"'..r ....... J >"""_j 
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ply to a 1989 state law that 
protects the rights of crime vic-
tims. 
The group consists of non-
police personnel and 'includes 
Dr. Gina Giovinco of the Col-
lege of Nursing, Susan Pellic-
cio, visiting assistant instruc-
tor with the College of Nursing, 
GRADES 
FROM PAGE 1 
fall of 1990, with the 125 stµ-
dents enrolled averaging a pal-
try 1.34. 
Sgt. J. G. Padgett is one of 
only two investigators of the 
UCF Police Department. He 
feels the group is of immense 
value during the investigative 
process. 
"The dealings I've had with. 
Thirty-eight percent of the 
students failed, withdrew fail-
ing, or withdrew passing. 
Following plant science 
as the courses in which stu-
dents scored the lowest 
Sh~ echoed McClendon's 
hope to locate male volunteer, 
while admitting that "anybody 
within the community would be 
of help" in easing the group's 
·workload. 
"Having a woman aiways 
doing this can intimidate 
(some) men," she said. 
overall GPA were: Physical 
Science (PSC 1512, 2.1139), 
the History of Art I (ARH 
2050, 2.122), and principles 
of Economics I (ECO 2013, 
2.129). 
IF· you· s .E.E NEWS HAPPENIN"G· CALL:· UCF ... NEWS (823-6397) 
PERFECT TIME. 
'The Dartmouth, $82,000 with $4,000 down, FHA mortgage of $80,9,64 plus 
$3,000 FHA·MIP. 1st)'ear principle and Interest payment of 7 718% is $587 + 
$12 insurance escrow+ $65 tax escrow for total payment of $664. APR Is 
8.06%. Second year payment Is at 8 7/8%;year 3 thru 30 payment is at 9112%. 
Note: Program availability is subject to change without notice. Appliance and 
options offer not valid with any other offer. 
~There's More Of You 
....... Jflol?s'!!IJ In Every Home We Build. 
>.. ·~ • 
At Glenwood, we offer you other 
important advantages: 
• Great Location 
• Quality Mindich Construction 
• Bond Money Financing 
• Private Walled-In 
Neighborhood 
• Brick Exteriors 
Plus, from now until June 30, 
. 1991, you will receive an option 
package worth $1500 or a 
washer-dcyer and refrigerator 
ABSOLUTELY FREE! 
This is the time to buy! Visit us at 
Glenwood today. 
• 
.. 
t 
• 
• 
• 
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·FAMOUS .EUROPEAN.: 
VIDEO DI.SCO ____ . ____ ·. 
Consider the past, a time when a man got angry, 
all he did was exact justice to the best of his ability. 
Whether that was a hanging, · a shoot-out or a cut 
throat ih the alley, it did not matter for man created 
his own destiny in that time. 
Well, now things are a bit different .. If a person 
commits a crime, then all o( a sudden there are a lot 
of other people involved. In fact whole sectors of our 
society are based on the proc.essing, housing, rehabili-
tation and (in some states) the elimination of crimi-
nals. 
So where is the public during this process? 
1
• The public is left wondering if they were the ones 
that the crime was committed upon and whether they 
have a say in the decision. The public is on the jury. 
The public is viewing the case on the television and 
reading newspapers. So what is the point? T4e ques-
tion is whether these people, the judges and lawyers, 
have the right to inflict the death penalty upon crimi-
nals. 
Now, this is a heated argument, with both sides 
having reasonable arguments. Consider some of them. 
First of all is the cost of eliminating criminals. The 
lawyers, judges, wardens and basic court costs all 
make the process somewhat negative. In response to 
this some people say that if we completely removed 
the appeals process, then the death of the criminals 
would be cheaper. 
Another factor that is argued is whether the exe-
cution of criminals in a modem society is practical or 
ethical. Does society have the right to murder one 
being in response to the being killing another? Can 
society make decisions that are fair and just? Some 
would answer yes. 
Thirdly is the time factor. The current process is 
time consuming in such a manner that the criminal 
can be on death-row for years, never getting very 
close to actually be executed. 
Is this justice? To kill one ten years after they 
murder. someone is beginning to force things to a 
point of questionable justice. Again, the other side 
states that shortening the appeals process would ex-
pedite the procedure. 
Whether the death penalty is a deterrent is anoth-
er good question. The homicidal killers may not care 
whether they live or die. They also know that it will 
take years _for the sentence to be carried out. Defend-
ers of the death penalty usually respond with .the 
retort that if the death penalty was enforced, and 
enforced within a certain amount of time, then the 
off enders would be deterred. 
Finally is the question of whether the death penal-
ty is 'right.' No one can answer this question for any-
orie else. Some will .say an eye for an eye is justified, 
while some will claim that we have no right to mur-
der another beirig. · . 
. No one will argue that the death penalty needs to 
be modified, but as to how, that is the question. Amer-
ica needs to make a decision for where she stands. 
Americans need to decide what they feel is justice, 
a,nd how it should be enforced. 
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:~ REMEMBER TI/AT Ar-RICA IS A 
~~ VIOLENT, CORRUPT, HA1ffUL 
~~ /'lACE Full Of IG~ORMff, S1VPID, 
:' VESPICABlf P£0PLf, BYT ~ ' 
·l YOU CAN CHAN6£ ALL "!HAT. > 
Bo & l .uke Dlike running in '92 
Specimens of the establishment, when will you 
shake down all the pilot-fish who continue to suck 
favors from the nape of the benevolent King George? 
Patrons, will you allow the large names of the 
American dynasties to set their own laws; will you · 
allow them to mangle and maul the lives of people 
(property included), then retreat back to their for-
tress of wealth without retribution? 
With the U.S. in .a recession, while the law is bust-
ing the Hispanic community for wandering the land 
of D.C. after dusk, in that George Bush can deter-
mine in black/white that which is good/evil, so as to 
engage in war (and to blackmail the public into giv-
ing him four more years at the wheel) and as Ameri-
can politics become more and more . volcanic (from 
McCarthy-to Segretti-to Atw~ter), I wonder if it 
wouldn't be a bad idea to rid our power-elite of law-
yers; the people who continue to rip us off (S & L for 
example), limit our expression, and bulldoze us into 
acts, provisions, and wars that we really don't want. 
Let's take a little look-see into the personal lives of 
John Sununu, Chief of '!_'heft, and Ted Kennedy, of 
"BilI and Ted's Excellent Adventure." 
Speaking of that recession we're up to our ears in, did 
you know that John Sununu averaged 150,000 in real 
American dollars of "charge it to the tax payers" lirp.o . 
service, perks, junkets and air travel?. Do you think that 
John Sununu cares whether "Naked Expression" has 
been ·eating Ramen Pride Noodles since '87 or that Har-
monica T. has to save his super-deluxe Wendy's salad 
plate in order to get a decent lunch? 
Hell no. _ 
Sununu will keep stonewalling allegations of power 
abuse and continue squealing to the. Fat Boy waitresses, 
"Ain't nearly enough fat on this beef-steak, sweet cheeks." 
Then, there is Ted and the Kennedy dynasty; sim-
ple proof that the left can be just as swarmy as the 
right wing. Ted and his home-boys have been getting 
away with murder in the ol' U.S. of A, and soon, 
probably rape. ''Why, it's not like young Billy killed 
anyone." Keep watching-the news, if Bill Smith gets 
anything more than a fine, community service, and 
probation, Harmonica T. will bum his Super-Deluxe 
salad plate and become an accountant. 
Why elect a lawyer to a position that demands hones-
ty and integrity? It was Thomas Jefferson who felt that 
the power should rest with those in agrarian positions. 
Finally, I agree. 
Let Bo and Luke Duke run the country-they may 
not be heavy intellectual powers, but that might be to 
their credit; John Sununu is a bonafide genius and : 
he's probably ripping you off right now. 
At this point, plllmbers, firemen, dishwashers, truck ; 
drivers, professional students and those who ring bells 
for the Salvation Army are welcome to public office; 
just no more lawyers. ' 
Some day, the old cliche may lose its meaning: 
''You steal a little and they throw you in jail, you steal ~ 
a lot and they make_you president." But; then againt r 
Nixon wasn't so bad. · ' 
•GOD IS SLOW TO ANGER 
Editor: 
In response to the April 18 edi-
torial, "Blessed are the Manipula-
tors" by Brian Goercke, I must 
agree that . many television evan-
gelists are probably in the business 
only for the money; that is why 
people need to focus on God, not on 
those who call themselves Christians. 
Jesus paid the price, ·but just as 
Christ rose from the dead, so should 
genuine Christians undergo a mor-
al transformation. 
down everything I say? Does he 
not have a thought in his own ~. 
head? I can't think for you - you'll 1 
have to learn tO think for your~ 1 
selves. . .... jq 
If 96 percent of this country tru-
ly believed/were redeemed,..as a re-
cent national survey indicated, we 
would have no need for the death 
penalty or a strong-arm, "do what 
you want" police force. 
God is slow to anger, but He has 
plenty of reasons to be "pig-biting 
mad" about many nominal Chris-
tians who cling to the name 
"Christ" but could care less about 
their relationship with God. 
God's forgiveness is free because 
So, if you want to know some of 
God's thoughts when he "reflects" 
on Pat Robertson, Larry King, Pres-
ident Altman or any of the rest of 
us, you need to read the Bible. Re: 
member, God ain't got no variable 
morals. 
Scott F. Lentz 
accounting 
• HARMONICA IS TRADEMARK 
Editor: 
'My name is Harmonica T. and I 
exist in time. Will you please ask 
that vegetable Brian Goercke to 
stop quoting me? 
He follows me around and writes 
Mr.Goercke,thatgrapefruit,that 
endless radish, quoted me, in Naked· 
Expression, as saying: "What's the;-. 
rainforest ever done for me?'' 'i 
What I said was this: "I'd like 
to do something for her in the rain-
fore~" , 
So please - either ask that on- ,. 
ion, Mr. Goercke to leave me out 
of his work, and use that dormant 
organ he calls his brain, or face 
the wrath of my legal army. 
-Harmonica T. is a registered 
trademark of Thomas McGauley. 
Harmonica T. 
English literature 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Rubbish-now being pawned ·off as news stories 
Over the break bet\veen the spring and summer 
terms, I had the opportunity to indulge in an activity 
which has gone neglected over the course of my aca-
demic career: watching television. 
While television is still not a highly recommended 
past-time, it js certainly a valid sociological profile of 
national trends; TV shows reflect our mindset. · 
My viewing fare occurred in both the mid-morning 
and early evening hours. These viewing slots (as they 
say in 'the "Biz") encompassed shows such as 
"Donahue," "Sally Jessy Raphael" (no relation to the 
Teenage Mutant Nillja Turtle - at least h~ denies it} 
and "Geraldo" in the a.m., and those hard hitting 
news shows in the p.m. - "Hard Copy," "Prime Time 
Live," et al. · 
God help us. 
No wonder people have recently been complaining. 
about the media. If these shows represent the direc-
. tion of journalism, we are indeed in serious trouble. 
· Let me give a brief rundown on some of the hot 
topics being addressed during these hour-long mas-
turbation sessions. 
Joan Rivers had all. interview with a "sex addict." 
The man came complete with cheap sunglasses and 
an even cheaper bogus moustache. 
ON AND OFF CAMPUS 
, _ ....---. ,._ - - -~ 
Geraldo ("You Won't See Any F1uff On My Show'') 
Rivera was a bit tamer but every bit as inane with topics 
·such as childhood sweethearts who were separated. 
And the less said about Phil, the better. 
Sally (who, I am told, was a recent award-winner 
in the talk-show host category) seemed to have truck-
er week: There was a show dedicated to women who 
will only date truckers, then there was an in-depth 
interview with a trucker-transsexual. But the best 
show had to be the one dealing with (I'm not making 
this one up) transsexual lesbian lovers. 
If you think things improve as the sun sets, guess 
again. Outside of Sunday evening's "60 Minutes," the 
staple <?-f television journalism, the evening hours have 
pretty meager offerings. 
"Hard Copy," "Prime Time Live," ad nauseum all 
use titllating sexual fouendo in their ads to entice 
viewers. (Talk about teasers.) Much like the morning 
fare, these· shows seem to share a common thread in 
that they all deal with the sexual practices (or p~rver­
sions) of their interviewees. 
"Hard Copy" indeed. 
Fifteen years ago -0ne of America's best writers, 
Paddy Chaevsky, penned a screenplay for the movie 
"Netw:ork." It is uncannily frightening how well he 
----· -- ·· -' .-
. ------
I ' 
tllllt•&tllfftll 
was able to predict what would happen to tel~Vil?ion 
news. 
Not that the print media has had anything•to crow 
about lately. The New York Times set journalism 
back about 150 years when it ran a story with the 
name of the alleged rape victim in the recent Kennedy-
Palm Beach escapades. · · 
- This may be the kind of behavior one would exi>ect 
from publications such as the Globe, but I expected 
better from the Times. 
I apologize. Actually, journalists had more princi-
~ples 150 years· ago . 
It· might be wise for those of us involved in the 
industry to think twice about complaining that no 
one takes us seriously. A quick glance at the pulp 
.that's being sold as investigative reporting show why 
that is the cµr:rent situation. 
And ·befoFe. ~eaders start smirking and claiming 
~'right on," remember who's out there buying this crap. · 
'-
Elton Bracey 
Martians affecting earth's consumer products · .. , 
l l!l•ttllTI 
Recently I was watching TV, and a commercial 
came on; and the announcer, in a tone of voice 
##" usually reserved for major developments in the 
Persian Gulf, said: "Now consumers can ask Ange-
la Lansbury their questions about Bufferin!" 
As a normal human, your natural reaction to 
this announcement is: "Huh?'' Meaning: "What does 
Angela Lansbucy have to do with Bufferin ?"-. But 
this commercial featured several consumers who 
had apparently been stopped at random on the 
street, and EVERY ONE OF THEM HAD A QUES-
TION FOR ANGELA LANSBURY ABOUT BUFF-
ERIN. Basically what they asked was, "Miss Lans-
bury, is Bufferin a good product that I should 
purchase, or what?" These consumers seemed very 
earnest. It was as if they had been going ai:ound for 
• months wringing their hands and saying, "I have a 
question about Bufferin! If only I could ask Angela 
Lanspury!" 
What we are see1.ng here is yet another example of 
"' a worsening problem that has been swept under the 
rug for too long in this nation: the invasion of Con-
sumers From Mars. They LOOK like humans, but 
they don't ACT like human·s, and they are taking 
over. Don't laugh. We know that Mars can support 
life. We know this because Vice President For Now 
Dan Quayle, who is the administration's No. 1 Man 
in the space program, once made the following fa-
mous statement, which I am not making up. 
"Mars is essentially in the same orbit ... somewhat 
~ the same distance from the Sun, which is vety impor-
tant. We have seen pictures where there are canals, 
we believe and water. If there is water, that means 
there is ox;gen. If oxygen, that means we cari breathe." 
"' You cannot ·argue with that kind of logic. You can 
only carry it to its logical conclusion, which is that if 
there are canals, that means theI."e are boats, and if 
there are boats that means there are consumers, and 
apparently the~ are invading the Earth and getting 
on TV commercials. 
I saw another commercial recently wherein a mid~ 
dle-age man gets off an airplane and is greeted by his 
wife, who says something like: ''What did you bring 
Sure! We believe that! We believe that all 
over America, consumers were sitting around their 
dinner tables, saying "You know Ralph, I am sick 
and tired of getting so much soup in a box. I'm 
. going to write in and demand they put less in 
. without lowering the price." 
"Good idea!" Ralph would answer, pounding 
his fist on the table. "And then let's tell Angela 
Lansbury about our hemorrhoids!" 
No, those were not American consumers who 
complained to CPC International; those were Mar-
tians. Also, most product instructions are now writ-
ten for Martians. Alert reader Mark Lindsay sent 
me the instructions for the Sunbeam Dental Wa-
ter Jet; under the heading IMPORTANT SAFE-
GUARDS is the statement - I am still not mak-
ing this up - ''Never use while sleeping." Don't try 
to tell me that's for earthlings. 
~ 1 99 1 Tribune Media Services. Inc . 
All Rlgnts ReH~---
And how about all those manufacturers' cou-
pons featuring Exciting Offers wherein it turns 
out, when you read the fine print, that you have to 
send in the coupon PLUS proof of purchase PLUS 
your complete dental records by registered mail to 
Greenland and allow at least 18 months for them 
back from your trip'?" And the man replies: "Diar-
rhea." Yes. He probably hasn't seen his wife in a 
week, and first thing out of his mouth, so to speak, is 
"Diarrhea." Is this the behavior of a regular (Ha ha!) 
human? Of course not. This is clearly another invad-
ing consumer from Mars, just like the ones that are 
always striding into drugstores and announcing at 
the top of their lungs that they have hemorrhoids. 
The worst thing is that, as Martian consumers 
take over, they're starting to influence the way busi-
nesses think. I received chilling evidence of this re-
cently from alert reader Rick Johansen, who sent me 
an Associated Press article by David Kalish about 
food manufacturers who are putting less food into 
packages, but not reducing prices. One example was 
Knorr brand leek soup and recipe mix: The old box 
contained four eight-ounce servings, but the new box, 
~hich is slightly larger, contains only THREE eight-
ounce servings. The story quotes a spokesman for the 
manufacturer, CPC International, as saying that this 
change was made because - pay close attention here 
- there were "a lot of complaints from American 
consumers that we were giving them too much in 
the box." 
to send you ANOTHER coupon that will entitle 
you to 29 cents off your next purchase of a product 
you d0n't r.eally want? Do you think anybody be~ides 
extraterrestrials ever actually DOES that? 
I have here a package sent in by alert reader Roger 
Lyons, who purchased a Revlon P_edi-Care Toe Nail 
Clip device for $2.19 at a Giant Supermarket in Wash-
ington, D.C. On the package is Revlon's Full Lifetime 
Guarantee, which states that if you find any defects, 
you should follow this procedure: 
''Wrap securely in a box or mailing tube ... Mail 
insured and POSTAGE PAID ... Notify us within six 
months if implement is not returned ... GUARAN-
TEE IS NOT APPLICABLE if implement has been 
serviced by_ other than Revlon, has been abused .or 
allowed to rust. Keep lightly oiled in a dry place to 
avoid rusting ... " 
And so on. Who would DO this? Who would ever 
think of saving the package so he or she would know 
HOW to do this? Only Martians! Face it, humari con-
sumers: They have taken over. It's too late to do 
anything about it. Your best. bet is to stay calm, re-
main indoors, maybe oil your toenails clippers. Me, I 
have to set up the landing lights on my lawn. Zorkon 
is bringing in a new group tonight. 
t I , f 
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Two MIF to share Apt close to UCF $120 plus 
• 1/4 util. cable washer dryer Jim 823-0987 
If you want a private room + bath with all the 
amenities you can think of in a creative + 
friendly atmosphere, CALL NOW! $250mo + 
1/3 util. 366-4682 NO CATS OR SMOKERS! 
Share 2B/2B furnished waterfront duplex 2 1/ 
2 '7l lles from UCF for the summer. No lease 
required. $255/mo + 1/2 util. Call eves/wknds 
657-1903 
*-Sherwood Forest* 
. 312 and 212 available .for immediate occu-
pancy. Call DMV Properties inc. 657-1967 
.i 
Available lmmediately- ·2 very large BD/2BA 
close to UCF! Off street parking, laundry facil, 
sundeck-Ask about our discount 380-5096 
For Rent 2 Bdrm 2 or 2 1/2 Bath Townhomes 
all appliances walk to school. Call 869-6821 
after 6pm $525 
[llllliltllllif ttltl 
Fold out couch $95 OBO ~ecliner $60 OBO 
Queen size bed $95 OBO End tables and 
other neat stuff Neg. 850-9829 Leave mes-
sage 
GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from 
$100. Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys. 
~llrpjus. Buyers Guide. (1) 805-962-8000 
Various 2 bedroom apartments for rent. Walk- :"Ex~. :S-4628 
Ing · distance. $400-$450 move in specials .. 
Call 872-0373 
· -Fox Hunt: Deluxe Townhouse 2-Bdrm 2-bath 
.all appliances Call Jim 657-7598/380-8331 
"88 Nissan TAK Ing bed 
loaded like new only 24k $8500 080 
must sell 850-9829 
'86 Chrysler Laser Limited Ed. 2.5L 5sp white 
wt burg int. Low m1. ALBS Brand new condition 
in +out $3900 OBO 677-6471 
Home Typist, PC users needed. 
$35,000 potential. Details. 
( 1) 805-962-8000 Ext. B~4628 
RPS needed PIT packag~ handlers from 2-
6AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715 
Part-time Work, 10-15 hours per week, very 
rewarding, business opp, Call:l-900-654-
4040 Ext. 82 $2/min adults 
SUMMER JOB & YEAR-ROUND INCOME 
Great money in your spare time. Very satisfy-
ing, fun promotion. No gimmicks; strictly legiti-
mate. MIF Box 327 Bellbrook OH 45305 
Easywork! Excellentpay! Assembleproducts 
at home. Call for information 504-641-8003 
Ext. 2568 
Telemarketers - Oviedo/UCF area $12Jhr full/ 
part time, Day/Eves.Will train, new offices 366-
6205 
1111111111111  
SCHOLARSHIPS up to $20,000. No GPA/ 
income restrictions . 213-964-4166 Ext. 59. 
WP.EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
Student documents and resumes. Same 
day service available. IBM/AT, Word 
Perfect 5.0 
IBM letter quality/laser printing. 
Fast*Professional*Accurate 
LSAT GMAT GAE Prep Course 
Open Enrollment High Scores 
Taught by testing specialist 
Michael Tierney, 897-3300 or 341-0003 
ALONE & SINGLE? 
You don't have to be! Join 
MATCHMAKERS 
and meet that special someone . . 
LADIES FREE! 
Men, meet those women! 
Call 628-0116 now 
George -
Your dork is going to miss you VERY VERY 
much - in fact, I miss you already. I can't wait 
for you to visit. I see a long 12 weeks ahead . 
AT&T will love us. But not as much as I love 
you! You're awesome. 
Love, Cutie 
Psychic seeking soul mate. 
Call me 
-you know my number. 
~ 
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Who: 
Summer '91 Car Sliow 
Stop by and s~e the · la~est . models and talk wit.h 
dealer representatives. B~ sure and visit the 
hot dog standand buy lunch. 
Lincoln-Mercury Ford 
Norman Bro.thers Nissan 
Why: What else is there to do on campus 
during the summer? 
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Indigo Girls find success without looking 
In a two-part interview they talk about the music industry, recording and their en_thusiastic fans 
by Steven M. Conner 
FEATURES EDITOR 
The Indigo Girls have been 
enjoying a wave of popularity 
since their 1989 release of the 
self-titled, Indigo Girls. 
Their first single from that 
album, "Closer to · Fine,'' gave 
the girls the exposure they 
needed. 
The tour that followed the 
release of Indigo Girls brought 
bandmatesAmy Ray and Emily 
' Saliers to Orlando's Beacham 
Theater in the springof'89. The 
sold-out show made many 
audience members into die-hard 
fans. Their energy as musicians 
and their amazing gift as 
vocalists left many fans floored. 
The Indigo girls returned to 
Orlando in the fall of '90, and 
~ most recently on May 9, in 
!:pie Records 
support of their most recent 
f release, Nomads, Indians and 
r. Saints. 
I After the most recent Beacham Theater show, I got 
1 the chance to speak to Amy and 
. Emily about getting started, 
The Indigo Girls, Amy Ray and Emily Saliers .• have released two albums on the Epic label - Indigo Girls arid Nomads, Indians and 
Saints. Their recent tour is in support of Nomads, Indians and Saints. 
touring and spirituality. 
This is the first installment 
of a two-part interview. 
Steven Conner: For those who 
don't know anything about you as 
a band, how did you get started? 
Amy Ray: We've known each 
other since we were in 
elementaryschoolandwewent 
to high school together. Alld 
we both, in later years, became 
mends because we were in 
chorus together. We both 
played and sang at the time. 
What made us start 
playing together? We 
decided to start practicing 
some songs fora talent show. 
\ 
We didn't end up doing the 
talent show, 
but we had 
so much fun 
practicing 
that we 
decided to 
s t a r t 
playing 
together. At 
that time we 
played 
e v e r y 
Tuesday a ta 
bar called 
Good 'ole 
Days on 
r------· --
1 
.i 
I j 
i 
I 
amateur night. We would 
play three songs. 
SC: How old o/ere you then? 
AR: I was 
in elev-
e n t h 
grade and 
y 0 u 
.[Emily] 
were a 
senior. I 
guess in 
'81. I was 
sixteen. I 
had just 
gotten my 
driver's 
license. I 
remember 
things like that. (laughs) 
SC: How about ~he name Indigo 
Book looks at .lesser known figures 
·who .shaped_ the Confederate States 
Reviewed by Bill Cushing 
With April 1991 marking 
the 129th anniversary of the 
start of the American Civil 
War, two Tampa historians 
have assembled a· collection of 
insightful essays in what also 
could be a textbook that is 
enjoyable.. reading. 
"Divided We Fall" was 
edited jointly 
by John 
Belohlavek of 
the Uni-
versity of 
s 0 u t h 
Florida and 
L e w i s 
Wynne, 
executive 
director of the 
Florida 
Historical 
Society. 
"Often, 
historians, 
seeking to find answers to the 
question of why a nation so 
rich in talent could expire after 
four .years, frequently 
emphasize a . single factor -
battlefield failure-to explain 
the cause," writes Wynne in 
the book's introduction. 
The introduction of the book 
studies some of the problems 
which the Confederacy faced 
in trying to establish its 
autonomy. 
Economic, personal, 
ideological and international 
factors a11 figured in the final 
demise of the idea. Even the 
cotton grown .in the South 
proved useless because the 
area lacked the industrial mills 
and plants that could have 
produced clothing. 
In "Divided We Fall," the 
editors 
present 
analytical 
studies of · 
nine men 
who in- · 
fluenced 
the course 
of the 
Confederacy, · 
whether 
their power 
was ben-
eficial or 
detrimental, 
during the 
four years that the 
Confederate States of America 
existed. 
What this book does that 
few before have is study the 
influences that tend to ·go 
unnoticed, rather than the 
"grand charges with flashing 
sabers." 
The bureaucratic 
nightmares inherent in the 
see CONFEDERATE page 10 
Fact Sheet 
., 
Girls? 
Emily Saliers: Amy found it 
in the dictionary. We were 
going by our last names, but 
then we wanted to have a 
name that would express a 
unit. So she was just flipping 
through the dictionary 
looking for words and indigo 
just popped out. Thatwasit.It 
doesn't have any deep 
meaningoranythinglikethat. , 
SC: How did you get 
"discovered"? -
AR: When we got into college 
and we started playing 
original music clubs, weput 
out a single and then an EP. 
WeputoutStrangeFireafter 
With the ·recent price 
increase of postage stamps, 
the Postal Service has given 
us another dilemma to deal 
with: the one cent stamp. 
You've probably seen them 
hanging off the stamp 
machines, discarded and 
unloved. These poor little 
urchins do not deserve the 
fate that has befallen them. 
Which brings me to the 
question: What are we to do 
with them? 
The world is full of waste 
~s itis. Now, our wacky Postal 
Service has thrown this new 
ingredient into the fire. 
Well, my friend, I have 
compiled a list of uses and 
functions for this pesky little 
"critter ... the one cent stamp: 
1) Decorative facial 
application: just lick and 
apply stamp to forehead, 
eyebrow, or upper lip. 
Guaranteed to make you a 
hit at any party! 
2) Scientific uses: Could be 
usedasaprophylacticforfruit 
bats. 
3) Home uses: Wallpaper 
for a gerbil cage 
that. At that point we had a 
lawyer who was helping us 
with some small details. He 
sent our work around to 
record companies to see 
what the reaction would be. 
No one was really into it. 
This guy was in toW11 to 
see R.E.M. or the Rave Ups 
or somebody andhe stopped 
by and saw us. Wesenthima 
demo and we got signed. 
Epic was the only company 
really. 
SC: Really? 
AR: Yeah. We weren't really 
sure we wanted a record 
see INDIGO page 10 
4) Military uses: 
"stealth stamp;" just lick, 
apply onto a letter. and send 
it to your enemy. When they 
open it, it explodes! 
5) Start a huge "one 
cent" stamp ball. After you're 
done roll it down to your local 
post office and hurl it at a 
·mail truck. 
6) Reallyaggravatethe 
Postmaster General: Send a 
parcel worth $3. 78 and put 
all one cent stamps in the 
corner. 
7) If you run a retail 
operation, gi-.e your 
customers their change in 
stamps. 
8) Useone-centstamps 
instead of Scotch tape. 
9) Send the I.RS. your 
truces in one-cent stamps. 
Note: Variation on this 
theme is to use them to pay 
your phone bill, electric bill, 
rent, etc. 
10) Use them as pasties 
for a Barbie doll. 
-Nick Conte 
· 1'0 The Central Florida Future May 15, 1991 
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FROM PAGE9 
study of Secretary of the Navy Stephen Mallory. 
"Corpulentofbody and ]acklusterin oratory," 
Mallory was vilified by both colleagues and 
outsiders yet managed to maintai!l a relatively 
effective naval force on an absolute shoestring 
budget. 
system are studied. As Robert Taylor, a 
contributor who is currently a Visiting Assistant 
Professor at the University of South Alabama-
Mobile, writes, "The Rebel effort to fight a total 
war with a state-centered military and civilian 
organization may have been the fatal flaw in 
the dream of creating a new nation." 
From the problems of medical care and 
facilities to the logistical difficulties oflocating 
and transporting provisions to the troops, each 
essay studies the men and ·the events 
surrounding their actions. These personalities 
range from Edward Pollard, a brilliant 
journalist who became the South's first and 
most vocal apologist, to John Pickett, an overt 
racist selected as ambassador to Mexico whose 
arroga~ce did more to help the Union solidify 
relations with that country's government than 
anything else. 
Florida, labelled "the smallest tadpole in the 
dirty pool of secession" by a Northern editor, 
comes under Taylor's scrutiny. Calling Florida ~ 
one of the generally ignored sectors of the South,· 
Taylor concludes, ''The war in Florida was more 
than a contest over the slavery and secession; 
the conflict became a struggle between order. 
and chaos. 
The achievements of some of the 
Confederacy's leaders appear as nothing less 
than incredible. 
Co-editor Belohlavek presents a biographical 
Before )IOU 
"By the end of1863, Floridians realized that 
their state was practically 
indefensible ... Jacksonville and St. 
Augustine ... were already occupied and served 
as· bas.es for raids into the interior." 
The personalities studied in "Divided We 
Fall" weren't as flashy or dominating as some of 
the military figures whose names have endured. 
Yet, these men and their affect on the 
Confederacy were just as important as those 
made by Robert E. Lee or Jefferson Davis and, 
for this, Belohlavek and Wynne are to be 
congratulated. · 
dissect. .. 
~c. ·~ 
; For infimmtion ahout humane alternati\'l'S 
to animal dissection in chL'isrooms. · 
C\LL TOLL-FREE 
DISSECIION 
- HOnlNE 
1-800-922-FROG 
A s/11de11/ outreach /m!iffl r!f'lhe 
Animal lc~f!.a/ l)e/i.111se lii111/ 
Health Bolt 
Beginning May-13, 1991,. the 
Stud~nt Health Service hours will 
be 8:00AM-7:00PM Monday 
through Friday. 
An appointment is strongly 
recommended and wi'll .be given 
priority over non-emergent 
walk-ins. 
... 
To make an appointment you 
·may call 823-2701 or stop by the 
app9intment desk located 
behind the.cashier. 
. \ . 
' 
INDIGO 
·-
FROM PAGE 9 
well producing our own 
little independent records, 
touring and promoting 
ourselves. 
deal. We were just kind of SC: what were some of the 
shopping around. . major changes that took place 
ES: We sort of shopped whenyoumovedtoarnajorlabel? 
around for fun. You know ES:Onetbingthatisgoodis 
how you apply for colleges that if your oomany is behind 
and you wait for the letters you,itreallygivesyouachance 
in the mail? It was sort of togetexposedtoalotofpeople 
like that. Wewerenotdriven that wouldn't normally get to" 
to be signed by any means. seeyolL Youeanonlygosofar 
SC: So being signed by a major promoting your own records. 
label wasn't that important to you. Financially, too. 
AR: No. It's like for us, So if you have a good 
because we're only two .. company like ours, youhavea 
people, we <;ould make a lotofgoodpeoplearoundyolL 
living.Itwasaloteasierthan Then there is the yucky 
a band that ~as fotir people. stuff like it's a big business, 
If they don't have a deal, it's you know, it's very profit 
harder for them to survive - oriented. 
to keep their energy level Look for part two of this 
up.And we were doingreally interview in the May 22 issue. 
NO PAYMENTS 
1st SIX' MONTHS ••• 
Gives you 
PURCHASING POWER.,. 
when you need it most. 
Hurry. Now through March 31, 1991, purchase 
a new hotne in The Arbors, and make absolutely 
NO MORTGAGE PAYMENTS FOR THE FIRST SIX MONTHS! 
New Homes from the $70's 
.,..__ __ ..,_ __ ---4 657-2644 or 671-8860 
0 Open everyday: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
N 
Not valid with any other offer. 
UNION PARK SHELL 
9998 E COLONIAL DR 
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
TEL. 277-4962 
B 
PMHitwp 
ATTENTION UCF STUDENTS AND FACULTY •.. 
UNION PARK SHELL PROUDLY 
ANNOUNCES A .•• 
15°/o DISCOUNT 
ON ALL LABOR AND PARTS COVERING 
· ALL AUTO REPAIRS 
WE OFFER: 
*COMPUTERIZ·ED ENGINE 
ANALYSIS 
*BATTERIES AND 
ACCESORIES 
*TUNE-UPS 
*BRAKES 
*ALL GENERAL 
AUT OMOTIVE WORK 
ALL REPAIRS: 
90 DAYS/ 4000 MILES 
. NATIONWIDE 
WARRANTY!! 
.... 
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............ , .................. . ~: · . : Knights slgi1 2 forwards 
-· • 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
• 
: to strengthen frontcourt 
• C-~- • by Jamie Johnson forward position but will see 
• SPORTS EDITOR mo.st of his time at the forward 
• position . 
. • The UCFbasketball pregram The other forward, Ron Jones, 
• may have lost a valuable player is a 6-5, 205 poundjunior college 
• 'with the departure of fan- player out of Denmark, South 
"lliii1Ri19lglllf : favorite fo.rw.ard · Tommy Carolina who played two years 
• . Tormohlen,putCoachJoeDean at Itawamba Community 
• has reloaded the position :WJth College in Mississippi. Jones 
• the signing of two forwards in averaged 18 points per game 
• the last month. andnin~reb9undsatltawamba, 
• Perhaps the most heralded which finished with a 18-10 
• addition of this year's recruiting record . . 
: batch is 6-foot 4-inch forward "Ron came late," Dean said. 
• out of Bucholz High School in ''We found out about him a 
• Gainesville, Albert Legette. couple of weeks ago. We had 
• e...r;..-:..~..;._.~~__;;:;;.;i::::...;._..:.:...._;;;.,o.....___u 
• Legette emerges out of the same him here to visit and liked what 
• high school that produced we saw.'? 
• 
• 
• • I 
: Ii 
. ' 
~· I 
• 
• 
• 
~· • 
• 
• 
• University of Florida and then Yet with all the meat and 
: Houston .Rocket guard Vernon muscle Dean has packed into 
• Maxwell and passed Maxwell theKnight'sforwardspots,.P.eis 
• as Bucholz's all-time leading optimistic about the future-of 
• scorer. the team's guards. 
• Legette averaged 18 points "I think we're going to have a 
: and seven rebounds per game lot of young depth at the 
• for a Bucholz team that finished perimeter," Dean said . 
• 20-10. He was also recruited by Sophomore Sinua Phillips 
Living at its best! Why not spoil yourself • Jacksonville University but willreturnastheteam'sstarting 
and enjoy the life you've always • decided on UCF following a point guard, but Antho_ny 
deserved ... at Sun Key Apartments. : campus visit a month ago. Haynes graduation will leave 
Up To One Month Free • ''We've ha:d a lbt ofluck with room for new blood at shooting 
• In Select Units • playerswhohavecometovisit," guard · 
• • Dean said..''We lost Tommy and With _ the dominating 
t! 
wt• 677-8884 • wethoughtAlbertcouldcomein · presenceofKenLeeksatcenter ! You truly deserve the very best- : and help us. Plus, he lives right and this new found depth at 
• . Make the smart move io f'i:ERNE • up the road." guard, the mystery remains as 
e!. As Seen in the GREATER ORLANDO APARTMENT GUIDE e Legetteisaswingplayerwho to how this weighty batch of 
... , •••••••••••• ~ • ~ • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • can fill either the guard or new forwards will fall into place. 
...... 
l 
l( 
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.. 
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''''MY f PART~TIME 
rJDIB AT1 IUl/PS llS iAEAlLY 
WQIRl[J'l'lll•itrtl IOJ!~UJil-· J r'" ~ ~ r 1 1 11 1 ~. , 111 UJ _ , ~-_, .. J LIJ! 
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"UPS is paying me almost $10,000 
a year to get in the best shape of my life. 
See, I work part-time sorting packages, 
about four hours a day. After sitting in · 
.c!ass all day, it feels good to get some ex-
ercise. It 's like doing a couple of hours in 
a gym-except you get paid to work out. 
I 
"That's not [he only advantage.of 
working at UPS. There are other bene-
fits - - like choosing your own work 
schedule and getting paid holidays 
~ REJ ~~csfilNMl~ ~ nlit<::J? B'CR 1\JRio-Af-
l oo k1 n g to shape up whi'le adding weight 
to your wallet-try Operations. 
"If the whole student body worked at 
UPS, everybody would be in better · 
shape-physically and financially." 
Applicants are being considered 
for your local UPS office. For 
interviews or more information about 
UPS, see your school's career 
development or job placement 
center. UPS is an equal opportunity 
employer. 
. M/F 
.WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR us~ 
UPS DELIVERS EDUCATIDI 
BASEBALL 
FROM PAGE 12 
you have a good chance." 
"Last year they took two 
teams from the Trans Atl~tic 
Athletic Conference and th'ey're 
not near as good a conference 
as the American South. There 
are some people on the selection 
'committee whose teams we've 
played." 
. UCF is hoping that when 
regional site hosts are named, 
Florida State. or Miami w'ill be 
among the list. 
"If one of those two teams 
get a site, we'll feel · pretty 
confident," Maack said. "!think 
we . have a great chance. You 
can't look back, you just gotta 
keep on looking forward." 
NIGHT : • f 
FROM PAGE 12 
Continental flies to a bidder 
for $27,000 . 
Night of Knight's provides a 
large chunk of the athletics 
department's funding but after 
seven years of an undertaking 
which takes months of 
planning there have been 
pushes for bringing the event 
to an end. 
"It is a one night event but it 
takes seven months of work to 
produce" Wise said. "You 
constantly have to be making 
it better and different. 
Planning begins next month 
.,- ,-;-L----T'-" 
-Don't 
go out 
without 1 
·your 
rubbers. 
We're talking about 
condoms. And we're 
needles witll infected 
drug user's, 1 here's one . 
other way you can get 
AIDS, and that's se~. 
Because when passed 
into the bloodstream by 
semen, anybody is 
vulnerable to the virus. 
There are no vaccines 
against AIDS. There are 
no cures for it. If you get, 
you'll likely die. 
So if you choose to 
have sex, be sure to 
carry condoms and tell 
your parther to use them . 
Let's face it, if a woman 
doesn't look out for 
herself, how can she be 
sure anyone else will? 
And if he says no, 
so can you. 
If you think you can't 
get AIDS, you're 
dead wrong. 
.·• 
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UCF drops· two il1 finals, ·. 
waits .for at-large bid 
by Jamie Johnson 
SPORTS EDITOR 
UCF's baseball team fell 
short in its attempt to win the 
Atnerican South Conference 
Baseball Tournament and lock 
'in· an automatic berth in the 
NCAA regionals, losing twice 
to Southwestern Louisiana on 
Sunday afternoon. 
The Knights entered the 
final day of the tournament 
needing to win only one of two 
games over USL but was 
defeated 6-3 in the first game 
and fell behind in the second 
inning of the nightcap, going 
on to lose 10-4. 
''T)leir guy's made some key 
def~nsive plays" pitching coach 
Mike Maack said. ''They played 
great defense and-they hit the 
ball well. Their outfielders 
made some big league catches 
which really made the 
difference." 
UCF began the tournament 
on ·Thursday with their first 
victory of the year over Texas-
PanAmerican (37-20)atMoore 
Field 6-2. Senior third baseman 
Ernest Martinez, who finished 
the season as the American 
South batting champion, and 
first baseman Kiki Antonini 
---
t. 
combined for five runs. "In thefirsfgame we played, 
Martinez had three hits and [pitcher] Todd Africano did a 
slammed a two run homer over great job," Maack said. "When 
the left field fence in the third _you're playing a team like 
inning, his ninth of the season. Southwestern Louisiana, you 
Antonini had three hits as well. can't afford to make mistakes 
·Pitcher Jimmy Still retired and Todd made three. Pitching 
nine of the first eleven batters wise we didn't do to bad. We 
and earned the victory. had re~l strong performances 
TheK.nightsadvancedinthe from [Brian} Huie and [David] 
championship with a 6-4 win Manning in relief." 
versus Loilisiana Tech (31-25). With the second place finish 
After falling behind early, in the tournament, UCF has -
centerfielderChadMottolaput no guarantees of making jt to 
UCF on top to stay in the top of the NCAA tournament. The 
the eighth with a run-scoring Knights will hav~ to hope for 
double. an at-large bid next Monday 
"lt was nice to see us keep when the NCAA announces the 
our composure down 4-1," teams invited. 
Coach Jay Bergman said. UCF was overlooked last 
''That's the sign of a good ball year after finishing with a 40-
club." · 20 record, but being in a · 
In the fi,rst gaine . Sunday conference this. year may help 
afternoon, UCF jumped out to them in making it this year. 
a 2-0 lead in the first inning. Maack believes that even 
USL pitcher Gary Haught, the without winning the American 
ASC's player of the year, came · South championship, the 
on-to pitch eight and one third Knights will receive a bid due 
innings in relief of starter Mike to the exposure conference play 
Gatreau, allowingjustfour hits gave it this year. 
while striking out five. "It'sabigadvantage,''Maack 
In ~he second game, USL said. "If you get into the 
scored five times in the second conference tournament and if 
inning off UCF starter Chris you pla,~e in the top two teams, 
Law (6-3) ~o put the· Knights 
away. se~ BASEBALL page 11 
Ernest Martinez finishes.the ·season with American South's best 
batting average and powers UCF to 2nd place in the conteren_ce . 
N.ight of Knights brings 
big buckS -for athletic·s 
St,aJf Report 
CENTRAt FLORIDA FUTURE 
campus to tour the university's soon to 
be completed sports arena. 
Knight Boosters In.c. executive 
UCFs a~hletics department received director Bob White, one of the Night's 
a $200,000 dollar boost _on the even~g 'planning committee members , was on 
of April 25th at its seventh annual - hand to enjoy the evening and came 
"Night of Knights" auction. away \re·ry satisfied with the event. 
The auction and buffet dinner was "In my opinion, of the one's [Night or 
attended by 300 guests in formal attire Knight's] I have been a p_art of, this was 
and included the entertainingpresence the best" Wise said. ''There were great 
of Jerry Van Dyke of the ABC situation decorations at)d good food. It did not do 
comedy Coach. Yet in the midst of the as well as it did last year, but we are ii;i 
humorous and festive atmosphere, the recessional t~mes. Everyone there had 
focus · remained on equipping UCF a good tinie an~ that's what we really 
athletics to grow into a first rate wanted." · 
program. . The general chairman of the event, 
"I thought it was fantastic," UCF Tony Martin, attended as did Universal 
Athletic Director Gene McDowell said. Studios Florida President Torn 
"It was ve-i:y succ_essful. In what Williams, who set up Van Dyke's 
everybody called a tight economy, I was appearance. · - · 
pretty impressed with the fact that we Among the items auctioned off wer'e 
netted· about 140 grand." a 1991 red Mercedes-Benz and t o 
, . ~ .PriQ;ct_o the_@_diou_a.I!d.Jlinn.er~io -'" . rounn~·t-rin · - t.-iakpj_c:._ f_o,.,,..~-fl·-µ.u~ ~--
-·Mens' golf team finishes season, . looks to NCAA re.gionals : 
by Robbie Stock 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Cowgill also recorded top-2 0 finishes with their totals 
of 21 7 and 218, respectively. 
The girl's team did_ not receive a bid for the NCAA 
Tournament which will be held in Columbus, Ohio, 
later this week. 
The UCF men's golf team geared up for their 
regional meet next week with a second-place finish in 
the Tar Heel Intercollegiate MB;y 10-11 at Finley Golf 
Course in Chapel Hill, North Carolina,, 
Paul B-astien rounded out the squad with a score of 
. 221. 
. The Knights begin their quest for a fir.st-ever 
national championship on May 23-25 at 'the East 
Regional. The tournament will be played at the Yale 
Golf Club in New Haven, Connecticut. 
UCF's top player, Liz Early, is hoping for an 
individu.al spot in the tournament. Notification from 
· the NCAA was to come late Monday. 
Malcolm Joseph paced the Knights with ;m 
individual effort of 66-67-72foran11-under-par total 
of 205. Joseph finished two shots behind Nor~h 
Carolina's Pat Moore, but his total was at least si;x 
shots better than any other competitor. 
. The Tar Heels took the team title with a score of 
8q3(270-278-285),1 7 shots in front ofUCF (281-283-
-286). ~ce University finished third at 861. 
Andrew Rice followed Joseph as the Knights' 
highest finisher. He blistered the 6,685-yard Finley 
QQlf Course for a six-under-par 66 the final day en 
route to a tie for ninth. Rice posted scores of 7 4 and 76 
the first two days. Hans Strom Olson and John 
The top 11 teams advance to the Men's NCAA 
Championship June 5-8 at Popphills Golf Course in 
Monterey, California. There the Knights hope to 
unseat defending champion Arizona State and two-
time defending individual champion, who played and 
made the cut in the Masters last month. He also won 
the U. S. Amateur Championship last year. 
In · last year's East Regional, the Knights were 
seven strokes behind making a bid with four holes left 
to play. But they posted eight birdies in the closing 
holes to squeeze into the NCAA Tournament, which 
was held at Innisbrook Co1:111try Club in Florida. 
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